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Dublin Simon Experiencing Steady Upward Trend in People
Accessing Homeless Services
Dublin Simon Community reports increased presentations to frontline
services at launch of Annual Review
Figures released today (7.9.10), at the launch of the Dublin Simon Community Annual
Review, highlight a steady increase in the number of people presenting to Dublin Simon
services throughout 2009 and into 2010.
Between January of 2009 and June of 2010, the Dublin Simon Community has witnessed
a 20% growth in the number of people presenting to their services. This rise in demand
is mostly evident in frontline services with people presenting to the Rough Sleeper
Team  and accessing emergency accommodation, the latter of which has increased by
over 30% in the last 18 months.
According to Sam McGuinness, CEO of Dublin Simon Community, “our figures show an
increase every quarter, throughout 2009 and right into 2010. Last year 2,450 people
accessed all our services and in the first six months of 2010 we have already worked
with over 1,800 people.”
The number of people Dublin Simon worked with per month in 2009 was on average
812. The most recent 2010 quarterly reports show this has increased to 908 people per
month across Dublin Simon services.
Speaking at the launch Sam McGuinness said “more people are accessing our
emergency accommodation and we are having only limited success moving them on.



The Rough Sleeper Team (RST) provide a variety of services which include outreach,
information provision, health referrals and needle exchange. You do not need to be rough
sleeping to access these services. The figures, calculated for all individuals accessing RST
services rose by 20% overall during the 18 month time period.
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We critically need the 1,200 units of accommodation promised by government to be
made available. People have no home and nowhere to go and are still moving in and out
of emergency shelters, some of which are of dubious standard. We’re working with
people who want to rebuild their lives and to do this they need the right supports and
adequate accommodation; the Government commitment of ending long‐term
homelessness and the need to sleep rough by 2010 needs to be achieved.”
“We believe people want to move out of homelessness for good. In Dublin Simon we
believe our volunteers and staff have the capacity to support this but most importantly
we believe in the people that we work with because ultimately it’s their belief that
things can, and will, get better that makes the possibility of ending their homelessness a
reality”, he continued.
“We have been doing this earnestly for over forty years. We know that given the right
supports people will, and can, move out of homelessness.”
Speaking at the launch of the Annual Report, Dr. John Hegarty, Provost of Trinity College
said “Dublin Simon Community was founded over forty years ago in Trinity College and
we are extremely proud to still be associated with their work. Based in the city centre
we witness on a daily basis the hardship people are suffering. The hundreds of Dublin
Simon volunteers are continuing to this day to ease that suffering by providing much
needed help for people.”
Also speaking at the launch of the Annual Review were former Dublin Simon service user
Glenn Gannon and staff member (and former full‐time volunteer) Louise Duffy.
ENDS
For more information please contact Lorna Cronnelly, Campaigns and Media Manager
Dublin Simon Community Tel: 086 1724253; Email lornacronnelly@dubsimon.ie or see
www.dubsimon.ie
Notes for Editor:
The Dublin Simon 2009 Annual Review is available on www.dubsimon.ie and will be
distributed online to save on costs.
Services provided by Dublin Simon Community include the Rough Sleeper Team,
Emergency Accommodation, Treatment Services (detox, rehab and aftercare),
Supported Housing (low, medium and high support), Transitional Housing, Dublin City
Tenancy Sustainment, Resettlement and Learning & Development. Other services, not
included in the overall figure of people accessing services include the Soup Run and the
Social Club.
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Further information from the 2009 Annual Report:


During 2009 there were 23 full‐time volunteers at any given time and over 240
part‐time volunteers in Dublin Simon Community.



A total of €3,633,271 was raised through fundraising, events and donations.



Beds in the Dublin Simon Detox Service increased from 8 to 11.



A three year strategy for Service User Participation commenced in 2009.



A new drop in service to provide information on addiction was introduced as a
joint initiative between local partners in our Dun Laoghaire Shelter.



Contract for Housing Support Services through the Support to Live Independently
(SLI) Programme, was awarded to Dublin Simon Community.



Numbers and demographics of people accessing services were as follows:

Number of Individuals Accessing Services

2450

Number of Individuals Accessed 1 Service

1970

Number of Individuals Accessed 2 Services

354

Number of Individuals Accessed 3 Services

84

Number of Individuals Accessed 4 Services

25

Number of Individuals Accessed 5 Services

14

Number of Individuals Accessed 6 Services
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2009 ‐ Age and Gender Demographics of Service Users
# Individuals

Male

Female

> 25

26‐35

36‐45

46‐55

56‐65

> 65

Unknown

2450

80%

20%

16%

37%

26%

13%

5%

1%

2%
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OTHER
The Government commitment to end long‐term homelessness and the need to sleep
rough by 2010 is contained in:


The Homeless Agency Partnership Vision 2010

‘By 2010, long‐term homelessness and the need for people to sleep rough will be
eliminated in Dublin…’


National Partnership Agreement 2010

‘The situation of homeless persons who are currently in long‐term emergency
accommodation is of particular concern. The revised strategies will have as an
underlying objective the elimination of such homelessness by 2010…’


National Housing Strategy 2010

‘From 2010, long‐term homelessness (i.e. the occupation of emergency accommodation
for longer than six months) and the need for people to sleep rough will be eliminated
throughout Ireland…’


Renewed Programme for Government, Oct. 2009 (p.33)

‘We will end long‐term homelessness by the end of 2010 through the implementation of
“The Way Home”, Ireland’s strategy on adult homelessness 2008‐2013’
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